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Abstract 
Eight projects have been identified in the metropolitan reference system of the faculty capable of positively connoting the mid-
Adriatic city with almost unlimited dimensions standing side by side with the coast-line, tightened on the sides by the sea and by 
a considerable infrastructural bundle, made up of just realized projects or of discarded or downgraded projects. One target per
week, equipped with maps, we led a sort of treasure hunt with a long theory of vehicles, invading private situations, semi-public
or public ones: on the site we were expected by the designer with a brochure realized by him, sometimes by the customer with a 
buffet.
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Pescara is often spoken of a city made up solely of houses. It is indeed unquestionable that, while overwhelming 
its natural setting of sea, river and hills, this now major urban agglomeration striving for the title “small metropolis” 
has not succeeded in equipping itself with adequate public spaces and building on a monumental scale capable of 
bringing architecture to this city, where it appears to be mysteriously lacking. 
Construction has spread everywhere, to such on extent that it is now difficult to speak about city and country, 
center and outskirts. The tools it has developed have always been closely linked to individual initiative, first of all 
the small-sized lot for a small apartment block (the palazzina) or single-family house. 
The detached house played a leading role in the city’s birth and especially in the period between the two world 
wars, including the elevation to provincial status through the merging of Castellammare Adriatico and Pescara, the 
ancient Bourbon fortress on the river of the same name. 
The palazzina became practically the sole type of building erected as from the period of postwar reconstruction, 
replacing the small houses of the newborn province, saturating its centers and outlying areas, arousing phenomena 
of nostalgia for the small houses with gardens that had preceded it and of attraction toward downgraded like the 
coast between Pescara and Francavilla al Mare with its countless gingerbread houses on the shore. 
Returning there today to reflect on those urban fragments made up of small, early 20th-century houses, seeking 
out their past significance and role with a view to a possible future significance and role, is thus anything but a 
historicist approach with the cloying scent of Liberty revival. The aim is instead to develop a key to the city’s future 
in terms of interpretation and planning. 
Reflection on the historical detached house thus runs parallel to acceptance of the role it assumes in the outspread 
city with a view to a revision of planning to help boost its quality, first of all through regulations safeguarding the 
ratios between buildings and free space, between residential settlements and free space, between them and the 
pinewoods, between them and the sea. 
The mid-Adriatic coast, of which Pescara is the epicenter, has been invaded by widespread settlements of 
detached houses that at first developed in the elongated spaces among the infrastructural nets parallel to the coast, 
afterwards attacking the hill slopes towards the inland without any credible urban plan and without urban qualities 
or of architectural detail. 
Only during the last decade we have started depositing on the territory crystals, fragments, little realizations, 
often scarcely known and analyzed, by people who got their degree at a faculty of architecture which celebrated 
forty years from its inauguration and which lives moments of great transformation and innovation. 
From a reform to another reform, in the Italian faculties of architecture the necessity becomes stronger and 
stronger to have the theoretical and planning teaching accompanied by experiments on the field; so far these 
experiments within a tendency to badly imitate the Anglo-Saxon system of studies, have been represented by 
apprenticeships during the third or fifth year in professional studios, sometimes in municipalities, seldom in firms or 
in construction sites. 
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I have tried to accompany the progress of studies of architectural composition already during the first year with a 
new experience that allows the young members to test immediately their real interest for architecture – the built 
architecture, the architectures – suggesting a route of real and physical crossing of constructional works realized by 
young architects who got their degree in Pescara school in the last years. 
Eight projects have been identified in the metropolitan reference system of the faculty capable of positively 
connoting the mid-Adriatic city with almost unlimited dimensions standing side by side with the coast-line, 
tightened on the sides by the sea and by a considerable infrastructural bundle, made up of just realized projects or of 
discarded or downgraded projects (mainly state street and Adriatic railway). 
One target per week, equipped with maps downloaded from Google Earth, we led a sort of treasure hunt with a 
long theory of vehicles, invading private situations (individual houses), semi-public (wine cellar) or public ones 
(auditorium – museum): on the site we were expected by the designer with a brochure realized by him, sometimes 
by the client with a buffet. 
The presentation of the realized work was followed by an assembly atmosphere full of students’ questions aiming 
to understand the sequence of details leading from the first project ideas of the sketches to the essence forming an 
architectural work, through the stages of difficulty of relationship with clients and enterprise which realizes the 
projects. 
The results was a quick pedagogic route, a full immersion into procedure linking idea-project-building, often 
evoked during university lectures but only understandable on the field, within the construction site or a just finished 
realization, of which the variations of the primitive project tell the course, the difficulties and especially the 
necessary simplicity of a realistic route. 
We wanted to answer an attitude of today’s students, keen on an absent minded reading of magazines, lacking the 
study of planning procedure, of composition system, subject to the fascination of images, with the constant risk of 
formalism: the situation is made worse by the quick research on the Internet, most of the times, made by 
photographs and not of plants and sections. 
A project cannot be understood only through a series of pictures although they are very beautiful. In order to 
understand architecture it is necessary to live space. 
The representation of architecture through media is limited, as is the similar interpretation of other arts; it can be 
only an information, illustration, explanation or a critique of an object, piece of music, a painting or a sculpture. To 
experience music we must certainly hear it, to understand the sculpture we must walk around it, the book must be 
read. The same or even more it is the fact with the architecture, being meant exactly to be inhabited or at least to be 
experienced by walking through. Architecture is of course speaking with its concept that can be simply represented 
by the sketch in two dimensions. But the spaces speak with their volumes, with the elements that form the volumes, 
with their tactility, temperature, colors. Therefore architecture can not be adequately presented by other media. It 
should be lived in. 
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And for those who do not intend only to experience architecture but also want to create it some day, it is 
important that beside the encyclopedic knowledge that can help to install oneself into the broad world of 
architecture, they acquire also knowledge and skill in handling the tools of an architect. And these tools are in the 
end the very concrete spaces, the true pieces of different materials. 
The connection with the true architecture is for a fresh student of a great importance especially to get in touch 
with the real transformation. 
The didactic work has focused the careful observation – necessarily on the spot – of the selected projects, the 
particular gaze of each architect, in the moment of the sensible perception of architecture, without being subjected to 
information which does not derive from firsthand contact with architecture. 
Only the author can better explain the path of the project from the idea to the realization. 
Only who created the space can tell persuasively all the distresses, but also all the joys, that accompanied the 
development of the project from its true birth, through all the phases of its growing to the realization of the space. 
A truly contemporary teaching cannot disregard the awareness that the final shape of the project is interesting if it 
is a balance point between the initial idea and the compromises with reality, with clients, in a dialectic way with the 
programme, with the place with the bureaucratic – administrative machine, sometimes with time going by and the 
desire to give up. 
We are particularly interested in high-lightening this type of analysis deriving from the careful and unprejudiced 
reading of the artifact, instead of the reading full of rational certainties deriving from territories that are far away 
from discipline. Promoting the direct analysis of architecture, in this case by means of planned students visits to a 
refined selection of building, in order to establish the category of what is visual as an analytic and constructive 
criterion, seems to be one of the successful essential requirements of this didactic suggestion. 
Suggestion that ought to become a consolidated practice recognized by institution, for the good of university and 
of architecture. 
The Academy, so much blamed for distance from reality, watered at the construction site to go back to classes 
more aware and work out the lesson; the end of the year workshop, where students introduced the most advanced 
stage of their project of detached house in a garden-city on Pescara outskirts, saw the 8 architects involved as tutors, 
going back to school in a sort of overthrow and return to origins so completing an unpredictable and profitable 
intellectual exchange. 
The pedagogical reference of the suggested method is related to that on which the Movement of Educational 
Cooperation is based, pedagogy of making: 
“What is great is not the knowledge; not even the discovery: it is the research ; it is not the owned knowledge, the 
learned and absorbed science , but a careful activity that restlessly puts new problems, invents, combines, organizes 
facts according to still unknown facts”1.
That's why we have plunged students into a reflection about the job, directly on the field, sending back to the 
research about the relationship between tradition, job and techniques in the innovative concreteness of Odin Teatret: 
“It is easy to trivialize the word ‘job’ and associate it with ‘technique’ or ‘routine’. Job means something quite 
different. (...) To invent the sense means above all being able to look for the way of finding it. It is true, what is 
essential is what I call the ‘little remainder’. (...) It is a gloomy sea, teeming with fish, that sometimes appears full of 
light and other times dismays us and is reduced to the sterile bitterness of salt. 
You cannot resist for a long time staring at stars or abandoning your heart to the sea. You need the well built 
bridge of a ship, the grease of machines, the artificial fire of welders”2.
In a period when the teaching of architecture during the first course years is often reduced to a planning full 
immersion in the so-called laboratories, according to an Anglo-Saxon model, without or with too few theoretical 
examination, we wanted to introduce and test an alternative method which might draw new students close to 
recently realized architectures in order to verify their adherence to a method, to a “vocation”, necessary  to 
undertake the main road of this job passionately. 
1) C. Freinet, Le mie tecniche, Nuova Italia, Firenze 1969 
2) E. Barba, Teatro, Ubulibri, Milan 1985 
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